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THE FRAME FLAW IN THE UPPER LETTERING BOX, CONSTANT IN SETTING #11,
AND IN ALL SUBSEQUENT SETTINGS.
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THE HALF ANNA ISSUES OF NEPAL
VOLUME I.

KENNETH  A. KERSHAW Ph. D.  D.Sc.  F.R.S.C.

THE CONSTANT WHITE OVAL FLAW IN POSITION #43.



INTRODUCTION.
The half anna stamp of Nepal was used from ca.1899 to 1930.  Hellrigl & Vignola (1984), have

provided details on the printings, as well as on constant and sequential varieties found in them.  The
sheets of  stamps were printed using  lithography.  Each issue was termed a “Setting” and printings of
each setting were continued for varying lengths of times, before an entirely new sheet was set up on the
printing stone to be printed as the next setting.  Hellrigl & Vignola (1984)  list 14 settings, although I
have now found some previously unknown settings and important variants.  However, I have retained
the original 14 primary settings and listed the new settings as  sub units of one of the original settings to
avoid any confusion.  The absence of any plate marks, which are always visible in an engraving, coupled
with the complexity of the design, which also eliminates the use of a wood block print, points to lithog-
raphy as the method chosen.  The first anna  stamps of India in 1854 were also printed by means of
lithography, and so it is not surprising that Nepal followed a similar path.  Lithography is a planographic
technique where the image to be printed is at the actual level of the printing plate. This contrasts with
engraving techniques (intaglio printing) where the image is recessed  into the plate, or with relief printing
where the image to be printed is above the surface of the plate, as in a wood block.  Lithography was first
used for the production of stamps in Zurich, Switzerland, in March 1843 and was subsequently used
extensively because of the very slow wear to the printing surface.  Engraved copper plates that were
used earlier for printing, wear comparatively quite rapidly; unhardened steel more slowly, and hardened
steel plates providing a much more permanent surface, but are expensive to produce, and were devel-
oped later.  Lithography had been established towards the end of  the eighteenth century, and rapidly
gained a prominent place in printing, particularly where large numbers of printings were  involved.  This
printing technique then finally evolved  into chromolithography, the first colour printing method  that was
developed. This followed the documentation of Japanese woodblock printing, and the technique used
for the exact registration of  the different colour blocks. Of  some interest, the first use in philately, of
chromolithography, was to print the 4 anna stamps of  India in 1854.

With a copperplate engraving, plate wear is already evident after about 35,000 impressions and
70,000 is considered a maximum Williams (1990).  Smythies & Martin report that by July 4th, 17,697,024
half  anna stamps of India had been printed, and by July 29th, 30,000,000 Die I stamps had been
printed.  Presumably Nepal had taken the initial decision to reprint numerous settings over a period of
many years, in order to avoid the costs of developing entirely new issues from time to time. Lithography
certainly served them well.

Lithography is based simply on the repulsion of  grease and water.  The limestone block is first
finely ground to an almost polished surface, and a grease based  pencil drawing applied. The limestone
surface is then moistened, which because of its sedimentary origin and a slightly porous surface, this
moisture is retained and subsequently repels the printing ink when applied. The ink only adheres to the
grease-based pencil lines.  A sheet of paper is then laid over the drawing, and rolled from above, with
the ink image being transferred to the paper as a lithographic print. In the printing of a sheet of stamps,
this simple principle applies, but the details of multiple individual positional transfer methods varies
considerably.  Williams (1990), has provided an excellent and in depth summary of  these methods, but
for our purposes here, it can be summarised as the transfer of a group of images via a patching sheet,
holding 24 images, or, the transfer of  96 single images.  Single transfers allow the ready replacement of
a position that has been accidentally damaged or is very worn, and has been a standard procedure during
the production of  numerous early stamp issues.  It also explains how stamp images can be mistakenly,
inserted upside down, and thus the resultant numbers of inverted images, their change of position, and
the appearance and disappearance of  flattened frames throughout the Nepal half  anna issues.

  The paper used was from a local fibrous  product, remarkably strong, although usually very thin.
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The initial lithographic printings of  the settings are very clear with strong images. Many of  the settings
are extremely rare, and sadly, but inevitably, forgeries have appeared as the interest in philately has
increased.  As a warning to collectors, I have included later here, a number of examples of  forgeries in
detail.

The basic plating of the stamps themselves  relies on a number of flaws that appeared in the block
of 24 images set up on the initial “patching sheet” which were then repeatedly transferred to the
printing stone.  These small constant errors in individual positions, are present throughout all the set-
tings and are pivotally important.  They  allow a stamp’s position to be determined immediately even
when in separate blocks or as single stamps.   It is important to recognise, however, that with heavy
inking or extreme wear, they can sometimes  become obscure.
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Position #2.  Small frame break above “GORKHA”

Position #5.  Small double frame break, lower left.
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Position #20.  Distorted and thickened frame corner.

Position #24.   Flawed lower right frame corner.

THE CONSTANT VARIETIES.
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Position #27.  The bottom of  the lower left frame is flattened (see also position #36).

Position #30.  Central line flaw in the lower frame.

THE CONSTANT VARIETIES.
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Position #35.  Broken frame above GHORKHA - slightly different to position #2.

Position #36.   The bottom of  the lower left frame is flattened (see also position #27).

THE CONSTANT VARIETIES.
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Position #40.  Distorted and broken frame corner.  (See also position #20).

Position #44.  Damaged lower right corner.

THE CONSTANT VARIETIES.
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Position #50.  “Circular” flaw in the developmental state in the top left corner in setting 1. This flaw
then fully develops in subsequent settings.  The fully developed form in setting 12 is shown in the

lower of the  illustrations shown above.

THE CONSTANT VARIETIES.
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THE CONSTANT VARIETIES.

Position #51.  Broken upper and lower frames in the lower right corner.

Position #54.  Break above the “A” of  “GORKHA”.  This contrasts with  the similar breaks in
positions #2 and #35.
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THE INVERSION OF SHEET POSITIONS #1, #6, #7 #8, and  #57.

The distribution of the replaced inverted positions  is restricted to the upper and left marginal
stamps.  This points to damage to the margins of  the lithograph surface, probably during the physical
handling of the printing stone.  It seems as if  the repairs were perhaps made hurriedly by an apprentice,
and hence the careless inversion of  some of  the replaced positions.  Notice also the triangular flaw in the
upper title box of positiom #9.  In the top right corner, position #6 is first seen reversed in setting 5,
position #7 followed in setting #6, and finally position #8  is inverted in setting 7 along with the first
inversion of position #57.

Note also the strong flaws scattered apparently randomly throughout  the body of the sheet of
stamps. These flaws have previously been ignored completely, but with the very large quantity of  mate-
rial used in this current work, it has become obvious that once formed, they remain constant and can
be plated  They also show a distinct sequential increase in frequency over the years, being virtually
absent in the first setting and prolific in settings 13 and 14, reflecting the steady accumulation of re-
sidual ink residues and atmospheric dust particles.

Position # 1.

Position # 25.

Position # 9.

Position # 3.

Position # 18 & 19.

Position # 27.
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Three replicate examples of  a “Bull’s Eye# flaw, in position #60, illustrating the constancy of  the
major flaw and its accompanying minute dot flaw.  The lower example  is a second state, still showing

the initial flaw pattern but now with another small satellite flaw above the major flaw.
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Examples of the repeated
 occurrence of a flaw in the top right quartile,
with five replicate examples of the same flaw

found in position #54 of Setting 12.
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THE INVERSION OF SHEET POSITIONS #1, #6, #7 #8, and  #57.

Position # 7 and  #8.
Positions #42 and #43. The blister & white

oval flaws discussed shortly.

The inverted position # 57.
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The virtual absence of  any flaws in the first setting is quite outstanding. There is only a constant single

small flaw in the top right corner, apparently not  previously reported.  This flaw allows immediate identifi-
cation of  this singularity, as position #8 even when the frame lines have been removed.

Secondary flaws, which become a common feature in the later settings, can all be plated.  I have
come to the conclusion that their formation involves a number of  factors, including the inks used, and
perhaps interaction of  the ambient temperatures and humidities during the printing process.  Particularly
the additional accidental accumulation of dirt combining with the old coagulated ink residues, would
seem to produce these coherent solid masses. They eventually reach sufficient size and height, and
become inked and thus finally “printed”.   These flaws all form within the image design,  and are accen-
tuated by the very slight vertical dimensional structure of  the lithograph surface itself. With the advent
of computer scanning it is now straightforward to document these flaws, although they seem to have
previously been ignored.

 It is standard practice to clean copper plates or steel plates after a printing episode.  They have a
fairly robust structure and suffer little diminution of  their fine printing capabilties.  However, in lithog-
raphy it has originally been considerably difficult to keep the printing stone clean, until the later develop-
ment of  detergents.  Some methods apparently were developed, but they had to be used with a consid-
erable degree of circumspection and as rarely as possible. As a result, these residual adherent ink accu-
mulations tend to steadily accumulate during the continuous use of a sheet. Occasionally though, an ink
residue can be accidentally dislodged during printing, and the flaw disappears and remains absent in
subsequent  later printings.   It is not surprising then, that replicate sheet settings can carry similar or quite
different flaw patterns.  As a direct consequence, numerous first and second states of  positions can be
recognised and some of these will be described here. They will be, however, categorized in detail in
subsequent volumes of this work.
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In the lower left corner of  my  sheet of  Setting 1, there is no white oval flaw present in position
#43 (outlined in red above).  In contrast, there is a white oval dot  in the illustrations of Setting 1,
provided by Hellrigl & Vignola (1984) and their sheet is thus now regarded as a later  printing of the first
Setting, now defined by the white oval flaw, which then appeared in all subsequent printings, and
provides a very useful positional criterion  when found, even in isolated stamps or blocks.

WHITE OVAL FLAWS.

  Setting 1. Position #43.  First state.
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WHITE OVAL FLAWS.

The lower left corner of  Hellrigl & Vignola’s (1984)  illustration of  their “first setting”,  showing
 a white oval flaw in position #43.    Accordingly, it is now necessary to established two

variants, setting 1a and 1b, with the white oval flaw copies defining the second later state.

Position #43.
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An enlargement of position #43 of the  Hellrigl & Vignola illustration, of the 1b state of the first
setting, with the clear white oval dot in the top right corner.  It becomes very obvious

when magnified

WHITE OVAL FLAWS.
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This white oval dot then also appears constantly throughout all the remaining printings and provides
an excellent marker for position #43.  There are also a number of other, easy and quick, plating

markers.

WHITE OVAL FLAWS.
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Subsequently in settings 12 onwards, the
image of position #1 is inverted and the

flattened frame appears at the top .

In setting 10 a flattened frame appears
at the bottom of position #1.

 ADDITIONAL PLATING CRITERIA - FLATTENED FRAME LINES.
POSITION #1.
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 ADDITIONAL PLATING CRITERIA - FLATTENED FRAME LINES.

POSITIONS #6 and #7.

           Setting 1.

      Setting 8.

In setting #1 the lower frame of position #6 is flattened, but in setting 8 it appears
 inverted in position #7.

Position #6.

Position #6.
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 ADDITIONAL PLATING CRITERIA - FLATTENED FRAME LINES.

POSITION #9.

                   Setting 1.                                 Setting  8.                                     Setting  13.

In setting 1, there are only two positions with poorly defined frame lines.  The first is found at the
bottom of the left-hand frame in position #9.  This gradually becomes more extreme over time, and

by setting 8 and in the later printings, the left-hand frame line has been reduced
to a single thin line.
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 ADDITIONAL PLATING CRITERIA - FLATTENED FRAME LINES.

POSITION #17.

 Setting  13.

   Setting  7.

 Setting  1.

In position #17 the top frame line is initially poorly formed in setting 1. It then become
 progressively reduced in later settings, perhaps as a function of plate wear, and eventually appears

finally as a single line.
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 ADDITIONAL PLATING CRITERIA - SINGLE BLISTER FLAW

There appears to be some reduction of the intensity of the flaw in setting #12. perhaps as a result of
wear to the printing image.

   Setting  11.    Setting  12.

POSITION #42.
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 ADDITIONAL PLATING CRITERIA - DOUBLE  BLISTER FLAW

POSITION #42.

   Settings  12 and 13.
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 ADDITIONAL PLATING CRITERIA - THE BLACK TRIANGLE

POSITION #9.

Settings 13 and 14.
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   ADDITIONAL PLATING CRITERIA -THE MINUTE DOT
POSITION #24.

   ADDITIONAL PLATING CRITERIA -THE OBLIQUE FRAME BREAK.
POSITION #9.

Settings 12, 13, and 14.

Setting 14.
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   ADDITIONAL PLATING CRITERIA -BROKEN LETTERING.
POSITION #53.

Settings 12, 13, and 14.
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A previously unrecorded strong flaw in the lower lettering box.  Unknown setting.

   ADDITIONAL PLATING CRITERIA -BROKEN LETTERING.
UNKNOWN POSITION
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   ADDITIONAL PLATING CRITERIA -BROKEN LETTERING.

UNKNOWN POSITION
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 The lower frame was presumably damaged during the final removal of  the lower row of  images.

  ADDITIONAL PLATING CRITERIA - EXTENSIVELY DAMAGED FRAME.
Setting 14 Position #50.

   ADDITIONAL PLATING CRITERIA -DAMAGED FRAME.
Setting 14  Position #11.
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ADDITIONAL PLATING CRITERIA -CIRCULAR FLAW.

 Position #50.

There are numerous states of these two flaws, defined by the accumulation of widely varying
 secondary flaws, and these are covered in detail subsequently (see page 146 onwards.)
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DOUBLE PRINTINGS.

During the printing of  a sheet of  stamps, accidently but rarely, the sheet was rolled above the imprint
on the printing stone twice.  Usually the sheet had moved slightly in the initial printing and a

 “doubled” image results.  This example is a particularly clear example with position #38 as the top
left stamp.

Position #38.
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DOUBLE PRINTINGS.

 Two additional examples of  double
printings.
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EXAMPLES OF SCRATCH TOOL FLAWS OCCASIONALLY SEEN.

Unknown settings and positions.

Remarkable double tool
flaws seen in position #12

in Setting 6.
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EXAMPLES OF SCRATCH TOOL FLAWS OCCASIONALLY SEEN.

A double series of long scratches found in positions #1, #2, #3 and #9, in a complete sheet of
setting 10.  This first, very clear oblique scrtch, is accompanied by  a companion vertical scratch

which runs vertically  almost completely  through th right-hand side of  the stamp.  The details are
illustrated on the following page, from positions #6, #14, #38, #46, #54 and #62
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EXAMPLES OF SCRATCH AND TOOL FLAWS OCCASIONALLY SEEN.

The long vertical scratch in setting 10, running through positions #6, #14, #38, #46, #54 and #62.
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SMALL WHITE CIRCLE FLAWS.

Water droplet flaws in an unknown setting and position.
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Only a few examples of these strange flaws have been seen in the lithographed half anna stamps

of  Nepal.  They are presumably formed when images are being patched on to a printing stone, whilest an
adjacent printing stone receiving its initial fine spray of water to wet the stone prior to the images
being inked and printed.  Any water droplets arriving accidently from the adjacent printing operation,
will block the grease based ink images from being fully transfered whilest a new printing stone is being
set up. The images are simply blocked from adhering, where there is an accidental circular water droplet,
and a white circular flaw is left.  This has been seen relatively rarely in this issue of Nepal, but there are
very numerous. identical white circle flaws in the lithographic printings of  the 1854 half  anna stamp of
India, created in an identical fashion.

Two examples of  the water droplet based white circle images, which are seen frequently in the
 half anna stamps of India, 1854.
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PREVIOULY UNRECORDED SETTINGS. #I.

Position # 1. Positions #6-8.
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This is an extraordinary
previously unrecorded mystery sheet that
has attributes, very difficult to relate to

the general  developmental sequence of all
of  the other Nepal half  anna settings.  The
lithograph sheet is dark and clear, pointing

to a fairly early printing, but completely
lacking any flattened positional frames
at all. Neither is there a white oval dot in
position #43, or blister flaws in position
#42. There are inverted positions, which
are restricted to only positions #1, 6, 7
and 8. Additionally, there are absolutely

no flaws of any description anywhere, and
the normally slightly oblique entering of

position #32 has also been corrected.
The only explanation that makes any

sense, is that an entirely new lithograph
was set up, intended to replace the original
one, with its errors and flaws.  These were

eliminated but the inversions were
replaced exactly, in the top row, perhaps
mistakenly by an apprentice, but then all
the subsequent positions were entered

using new images.  It would appear  that it
was used only very briefly.

 It is a remarkable curiosity though.

PREVIOULY UNRECORDED SETTINGS. #I.

Position #1.

Position # 17.
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PREVIOULY UNRECORDED SETTINGS. #I.

The lower left block shows no inversions and there is, strangely, no white oval dot in position #43.
There are no flattened frames at all.

Positions #6-8.

Position # 57.

Position #43.
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PREVIOULY UNRECORDED SETTINGS. #II.

This unknown setting is defined by the two inverted top right-positions #7 and #8,
coupled to a non-inverted position #57.  It is provisionally placed as setting #3b, based on the non
inverted position of #57.  It probably should stand as a completely new setting, but changing the

 current sequence, that has been used so long, would I think, create too much confusion.  Flattened
frames occur in the top of position #7, partially in the left side frame of position #9, and fully in the

top frame of position #17.  There is a white oval dot in position #43 but there is no central frame
flaw in position #38
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PREVIOULY UNRECORDED SETTINGS. #II.

 Position #57 not inverted and the white oval dot in position #43 and  no
 central frame flaw in position #38
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PREVIOULY UNRECORDED SETTINGS. #II.

The inverted position #7-8, and the flattened upper frame in position #7.

Position # 57, not inverted.
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PREVIOULY UNRECORDED SETTINGS. #II.

The white oval flaw position #43.
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PREVIOULY UNRECORDED SETTINGS. #II.

In position #9 , the left frame is partially
flattened and in position #17 the top

frame is fully flattened
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SETTING 1a. 1899-1900.
THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.

Position #8.

Position #9.
Position #17. Position #6.
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Hellrigl & Vignola (1984) published an early reference work, with six full pages, of black and
white photographs, and detailed descriptions of  the remaining settings.  Subsequently, there has been
the widespread use of  computer scans in philately, which allow perfect images of  both complete sheets,
single stamps, and more importantly, enlarged detail of  small criteria that are essential in the plating of
a stamp ( eg. Kershaw  2006, 2007).  In addition, a scan of  a single stamp can readily demonstrate very
small criteria that may otherwise have been overlooked, and one that could be  critical in defining a
component of  a stamp’s sheet position.  For example, in the first setting of  the half  anna there is a flaw
in position #8.  I have seen no published previous record of  this flaw, but it is a unique strong flaw that
completely defines  setting 1, as well as position #8. This is of particularly importance when the border
frame work has been trimmed off.  The early printings of setting 1, have no positional inversions, or
white oval flaw in position #43.  There are flattened frames at the bottom of position #6, the top of
position #17 and partial flattening of the left-hand side of position #9.  There is also a small flaw in the
top right spandrel which appears not to hve been previously described.

Scans taken from setting 1, and from the second state image illustrated in Hellrigl & Vignola (1984)
showing the small spandrel flaw in the upper right spandrel.

THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.
SETTING 1a and 1b. 1899-1900.
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THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.

SETTING 1a. 1899-1900.

The pattern of breaks in the single frame lines, the flaw in position #8 and the
flattened frame in position #6.

Position #8.

Position #6.
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POSITION  #43.  An early initial  printing of setting 1, completely lacking a white oval dot in the
top right centre design, compared with a slightly later issue of setting 1, taken from Hellrigl &

Vignola, now with a clear strong white oval dot.. This flaw then remains throughout the rest of the
settings and provides an excellent plating criterion   As a result, there are two states of setting 1 which

I have designated as 1a and 1b.

SETTING 1a. SETTING 1b.

THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.
SETTING 1b. 1899-1900.
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There is a clear flattened frame at the bottom of position #6, with a  weak left-hand frame in position
#9, which becomes increasingly weak in later settings. The flattened frame in position #6 changes in
later printings and is thus also an important plating criterion.

Position #6. Position #7. Position #8.

Position #1.

Position #9.

Position #17.

THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.
SETTING 1a. 1899-1900.
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Hellrigl and Vignola (1984) record at least two sheets, one pin perforated.  The printed impression is
very clear cut as in setting 1, simply lacking the frame lines of setting 1.  I have been unable to access

an example of setting 2, and the illustration above is a computer derived composite.
 It seems reasonable to assume that the flaw in position #8 in setting 1 remains, as does the flattened

frame in position #6.

THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.
SETTING 2. 1900-1903.
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Hellrigl and Vignola (1984) suggest that most of  the sheets of  this setting are pin perforated.  They
record only 5 known complete sheets.  The hatch lines are still very clear and sharp with little

evidence of wear in setting 3, the white oval dot is evident, lower left, in position #43.  The lower
frame of position #6 is flattened with position #7 inverted.  The upper frame of position #17 is

clearly flattened.

Position #43.

THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.
SETTING 3. 1903-1905.
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Position #6. Position #7.

Position #17.

THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.
SETTING 3. 1903-1905.
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THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.

SETTING 3. 1903-1905.

A slightly double printed sheet, missing the top row of  stamps.   Readily defined by the very clear
hatch lines in the body of  the stamp, and by position #17 with the flattened upper  frame line.

 Position # 57 is not inverted, but there is the usual  white oval flaw in position #43.

Positions #15 and #16.

Position #9.

Position #17.

Position #43.

Position #57.
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THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.

SETTING 3. 1903-1905.

Position #57 is not inverted and there is a clear white oval dot in position #43.

Position #43.

Position #57.
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THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.

SETTING 3. 1903-1905.

The faint double printing and oval dot in position #43.  Note also the clarity of the
 central hatch lines
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THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.

SETTING 3. 1903-1905.

The flattened upper frame in position #17, and a flaw in position #19 along with a
distorted frame below.

Position #17. Position #19.
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THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.

SETTING 3b. 1903-1905.

This new setting is defined by the two inverted top right positions #7 and #8, but coupled to a non-
inverted position #57.  It is provisionally categorised as a late state of  setting 3, setting 3b, rather

than being concurrent with setting 4 with its inverted position #57.

Position #57.
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A computer simulation of the inversion of position #57 in setting 4.
Hellrigl & Vignola (1984) discusses this unique setting based on a badly burnt sheet, with the inverted
lower left position still just visible and clearly inverted.  Singer & Alevizos(1997) provide a photographic
illustration of  the actual sheet.  Although somewhat dark, the inversion, lower left, is quite clear. Equally
clear, despite the partially burnt image, the undamaged bottom of the top row of stamps clearly shows
that there are no inversions in these top row positions.

Position #43.

Position #57.

THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.
SETTING 4. 1905-1906.
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THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.

SETTING 5. 1906-1907, 1917

An extremely rare setting, with only one complete sheet recorded.  This strip of three shown
here, has an almost complete strike of the “Sawari Hunting Camp”, which was used during George

V’s royal visit to Nepal in 1911.  The stamp positions are #5-#7, with the flattened base appearing in
position #7 for the first time, and with only position #6 inverted.
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THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.

SETTING 5. 1906-1907, 1917

A detailed scan of position #7 showing details of the  “Sawari Hunting Camp” strike,
and flattened base line.
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Hellrigl and Vignola (1984) remark that
there is a unique complete sheet in the

Royal collection in London.The flattened
frame is now at the bottom position #7,
with position #6 inverted   The left hand
frame of position #9 is partially flattened,

with the top frame flattened in
 position #17.

Position # 7.Position #6.

Position #9.

Position #17.

THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.
SETTING 5. 1906-1907, 1917
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There is a white oval dot present in position #43 but no adjacent blister flaw.  Position #57 remains
inverted.

Position #43.

Position # 57.

THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.
SETTING 5. 1906-1907, 1917
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Hellrigl and Vignola (1984) question whether this setting of the stamp was genuinely postally used.  The
few covers known were most likely “philatelically organised”.  There were, however, several recorded
large blocks, a mint block of  32 and two cancelled blocks of  54 and 40 stamps respectively.  The
apparently unrecorded blocks illustrated here (perhaps derived from the original larger blocks?) were
each certified by Dr Wolfgang C. Hellrigl. They show the single flattened frame in position #17, as well
as flaws within the frame lines and body of  the stamp.  In this example, scanned at high resolution, the
inverted stamp in position #6, in the top right corner of the block of  24 stamps,  is clearly evident.

THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.
SETTING 6. 1917.  The orange vermilion printing.

Position #17.

Position #6.
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THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.

SETTING 6. 1917.  The orange vermilion printing.

The lower frame and upper body stamp flaws, in position #4 of the block of 24.
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The cancelled block of 18, with a long tooling flaw and a white oval dot in the top left stamp

The cancelled block of 23 with inverted position #57 in the lower left corner .

THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.
SETTING 6. 1917.  The orange vermilion printing.

Position #57.

Position #43.

Position #51

Position #59
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THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.

SETTING 6. 1917.  The orange vermilion printing.

Detail of the long tooling flaw through positions #51-#59 in the block of 18, and the
white oval flaw in position #43.

Position #43.
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THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.

SETTING 6. 1917.  The orange vermilion printing.

Detail of the inverted position #57 in the lower left corner of the block of 23, with slight double
printing.
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Hellrigl and Vignola (1984) report only one complete mint sheet extant, with a number of
 telegraphically cancelled used sheets.  Positions #1, #6, #7, #8 and #57 are inverted, and there is a

white oval dot in position #43.

THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.
SETTING 7. 1917-1919.

Position # 1.

Position # 17.

Position # 6, #7 & #8.

Position # 43.

Position # 57.
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Two examples of  the top left corner of  setting 7 showing the flattened frames and inverted
 position #1.

THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.
SETTING 7. 1917-1919.

 Position #17

 Position #9.

 Position #1.
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THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.

SETTING 7. 1917-1919.

In the lower left corner, position #57 is inverted, with the white oval dot present in position #43, but
no blister flaw yet in the adjacent stamp, position #42.

 Position #57.

 Position #42.  Position #43.
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Two examples showing that in the top right corner, positions #6, #7 and #8 are inverted, with the
upper frame flattened in position #7.

THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.
SETTING 7. 1917-1919.
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THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.

SETTING 7. 1917-1919. Pin perforation.

Hellrigl & Vignola (1984), comment that the last pin perforations were in setting 4 (1905-1906),
although they provide no supportive evidence of  this.  It is however possible that the pin

perforations seen here, were added considerably later ?
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In the pin perforated replicate, position #7 and #17 have flattened top frames, and
 position #1 is inverted.  Position #9 has a broken left frame.

Positions #6, #7 and #8 are also inverted with the flattened frame at the top of  position #7.

THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.
SETTING 7. 1917-1919. Pin perforation.

 Position #1.

 Position #9.

 Position #17
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In the pin perforated replicate, the lower left corner, position #57 is inverted, with the white oval dot
present in position #43, but no blister flaw in the adjacent stamp, position #42.

THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.
SETTING 7. 1917-1919. Pin perforation.

 Position #57.

 Position #42.  Position #43.
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THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.

SETTING 8.  1919-1921.

Positions #6, #7, #8 and #57 are all inverted and the top frame of  position #7 is flattened.  There is
a white oval dot in position #43.

 Position #43.

 Position #57.

 Positions #6, #7 and #8.
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THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.

SETTING 8. 1919-1921.

Flattened frames in positions #9 and #17.

Position #9.

Position # 17.
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THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.

SETTING 8. 1919-1921.

7PPPPosition #57 is inverted and there is a white oval dot in position #43, but no blister flaw
 in position #42.

 Position #43. Position #42.

 Position #57.
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THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.

SETTING 8. 1919-1921.

PpPPositions #6, #7 and  #8,  are inverted with the upper frame of  position #7 flattened.
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THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.

SETTING 9. 1921-1922.

Positions #1, #6, #8, and #57 are inverted.  This sheet was first recorded in 1973, lacking the first
three positions, but Hellrigl & Vignola (1984) confirm a complete sheet from the Ramm-Ericson

collection, that proved definitely that position #1 is also inverted.  Extremely RARE.

 Position #57.

 Position #6.  Position #8.
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THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.

SETTING 9. 1921-1922. .

Position #43.

Position #57.

Positions #5, #6, #7 and #8.  There is a white circular flaw in position #6.
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THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.

SETTING 9. 1921-1922.

Position #17 has a  flattened top frame and position #9 now has an almost completely
flattened left hand frame.

Position #17.

 Position #9.
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There are flattened frames in positions #1, (its first appearance)  #9 and #17 .  Positions  #6, #7,
#8, #25 and #57, are inverted.

THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.
SETTING 10. 1922-1924.  First replicate.  The only known mint sheet.

Ex Garret-Adams, Ex Singer.

 Position #1.

 Position #9.

 Position #17.

 Position #25.

 Position #57.
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THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.

SETTING 10, 1922-1924.

There is a  flattened frame in Position #1,  with additional flattened frames in the top of  position #17
and the left hand side of  position #9. Position #25 is inverted for the first time.

Position #25.

Position #17.

Position #1.

Position #9.
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THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.

SETTING 10, 1922-1924.

Positions #6, #7,  #8 and #57 are inverted, with a white oval flaw in position #43, but no
blister flaws in position #42..

Positions #6, #7 and #8.

Position #43.

Position #57.
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THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.

 SETTING 10.  Second later replicate. 1922-1924.

 Position #57.

There are flattened frames in positions #1, (its first appearance)  #9 and #17 .  Positions  #6, #7,
#8, and #57, are inverted.

 Position #9.

 Position #1.

 Position #17.

 Position #25.

 Position #6, #7 and #8.
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THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.

SETTING 10.  Second later replicate. 1922-1924.

Position #1.

Position #9.

Position #17.

Position #25.  Inverted
for the first time.
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THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.

SETTING 10.  Second later replicate. 1922-1924.

There is a white oval flaw in position #43 and an inverted image in position #57.

Inverted positions #6, #7 and #8.

 Position #43.
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There are inverts in positions #1, #6, #7, #8, #25, #57.  The second appearance of the single blister
flaw in position #42, reported by Hellrigl and Vignola (1984).

THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.
SETTING 11.  1925-1926.

Position #57.

Position #1.

Position #9.

Position #17.

Position #25.

Position #42
and #43

Position #38.
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Position #38 with the
centre frame dot below

the top title box.

Position #25.

Position # 17.

Position #9.

Position #1.

Positions #1, 6, 7, 8 #25 #57 are
inverted. There is a flattened left
frame both in position #9 and the

top frame of position #17.

THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.
SETTING 11. 1925-1926.
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Position #57.

THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.
SETTING 11. 1925-1926.

There is a single blister flaw in position #42 and adjacent white oval in position #43.
Position # 57 is inverted.

Position #6, #7 and #8.
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THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.

SETTING 11. 1925-1926.

Hellrigl and Vignola (1984)  report position #42 as the  first appearance of  the single blister flaw.
They suggest it is caused by  the head of  a pin, lodged in the printing plate, with the pin itself

slanting diagonally away from it.
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  Positions #1, #6, #7, #8, #25 and #57 are all inverted.  There is a white oval dot  in position #43
and in this early printing, a single blister flaw in the adjacent stamp, position #42.

THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.
SETTING 12. 1924-1925.

 Position #57.

 Position #1.

 Positions #6, #7 and #8.

 Position #25.

 Positions #42
and #43.
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THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.

SETTING 12. 1924-1925.

The first appearance of  the central dot in the upper panel frame, in position #38.  FIRST STATE.
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Positions # 6, #7 and #8.

Position #42 showing
the first single blister

flaw

Position #43.

Position #57.

THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.
SETTING 12. 1924-1925.
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THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.

SETTING 12. 1924-1925.

In the early printings of this setting, a single blister flaw is still present, and closely comparable with
the equivalent single blister flaw in setting 11.
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THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.

SETTING 12. 1925-1926.

This is a later printing of  setting 12, showing the appearance of  a double blister flaw, in position #32.
Inverts in positions #1, #6, #7, #8 and #57.  Hellrigl and Vignola (1984) regard this setting as the

most common of  all the settings, although, in contrast, from my own observations setting 13 is
more frequent.

.

Position #57.

Position #1.

Position #6, #7 and #8.

Position #38.

Positions
#42

 and #43.
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Position #38.

Position #1.

Position #17.

THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.
SETTING 12. 1925-1926.

Position #25.

Position #1 and position
#25 are inverted.  There are

partial or fully flattened
frames in positions #1, #9,
#17  and #25, along with a

centre frame dot in
position #38.

Position #9.
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There is a white oval flaw in position #43, a double blister flaw in position #42 and position #57 is
inverted.

Positions #42-43.

Position #57.

THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.
SETTING 12. 1925-1926.
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Positions #6, #7 and #8, are inverted and there is  a double blister flaw in position #42 that has
developed from the earlier single flaw..

THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.
SETTING 12. 1925-1926.
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The images are inverted in positions #1, #6 , #7, #8, #25 and #57.  There is a double blister flaw in
position #42, and the upper frame of position #17 is flattened.

THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.
SETTING 13. 1926-1930.

Position #57.

Position #1.

Position #6, #7 and #8.

Position #9.

Position #17.

Position #25.

Position #38.
Position #42.
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Position #9 initially lacking
the black triangular flaw.

Position #38 with the
central frame dot.

Position #1.

Position #9.

Position #25
inverted.

THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.
SETTING 13. 1926-1930.

Position #17.
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Positions #6, #7 and #8 are inverted.

Positions #42,
with a double
blister flaw.

Position #57 inverted.

THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.
SETTING 13. 1926-1930.
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THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.

SETTING 13. 1926-1930.

The double blister flaw in position #42.
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THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.

LATER PRINTING OF SETTING 13. 1926-1930.

Inverted positions #1, #6, #7, #8, #25 and #57.  The first appearance of the black triangular flaw in
the top right corner of  position #9 in the later printings.  There is also a minute consistent dot in the

extreme lower right corner of position #24.

Position #57.

Position #1.

Position #9.

Position #17.

Position #25.

Position #6, #7 and #8.Position #24.
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THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.

LATER PRINTING OF SETTING 13. 1926-1930.

 Positions #6 #7 and #8 are inverted and
for the first time, there is a strong black

triangular flaw in position #9. There is an
oblique break, top left, through the frame

corner.

Position #9.

Position #1.

Positions #6, #7 and #8.
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Position #24 with the consistent minute dot in the lower right of  the lettering panel, which has the
 skewed position #32 below.

THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.
LATER PRINTING OF SETTING 13. 1926-1930.
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Replicates of position #24, the dot is always there but sometimes minute!

THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.
LATER PRINTING OF SETTING 13. 1926-1930.
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Inverted position #1 replicates, with the oblique, top left, corner break.

THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.
LATER PRINTING OF SETTING 13. 1926-1930.
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 THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.

SETTING 13. 1926-1930.  Pin perforation.
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 THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.

SETTING 13. 1926-1930.  Pin perforation.

Position #38 with central frame dot.
Positions #42 with a double blister

Position #6, #7 and #8 all inverted.
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 THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.

SETTING 13. 1926-1930.  Pin perforation.

Position #57.

Position #42 and #43.
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Position #1.

Position #9.

Position #25.

Position #17.

 THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.
SETTING 13. 1926-1930.  Pin perforation.

Position #1 is inverted and
position #9 has a triangular
black flaw inside the upper

lettering box.  Position #17 has
a flattened upper frame line

and position #25 is inverted.
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An example of   the crudely removed lower row of  the sheet, 1929-30.  The white oval dot is still
present along with the central frame dot in position #38.  Hellrigl and Vignola (1984) report that only

two mint sheets are known.

 THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.
SETTING 14a. 1929-1930.
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The remnants of the bottom row have now been removed, with a slight trace
 of damage left in position #50.

Position  #50.

 THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.
SETTING 14b. 1929-1930.

Position #1.

Position #9.

Position #17.

Position #25.

Positions #6, #7 and #8.
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Matching flaw patterns in position #25, and the inverted positions #1 and #25 with the black
 triangular flaw in position #9.

Position #9.
Position #9.

 THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.
SETTING 14b. 1929-1930.

Position #1.

Positions
 #24 and #25

Position #1.

Positions
 #24 and #25
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Position #25 which is inverted with a strong flaw in the the adjacent position #26.  The consistency
of the flaw in the body of the right-hand stamp is very significant and important. It has subsequently

precipitated the detailed study of the constancy of a large number of flaws, scattered in frames as
well as throughout whole stamp images.  This will be discussed in depth later.

 THE SEQUENCE OF SETTINGS.
SETTING 14b. 1929-1930.
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Summary chart of the pattern of inversions and major definitive flaws, throughout the complete range
of Settings so far documented.
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The damage to the lower frame of position #50, was presumably done during the removal of the
lower row of impressions from the printing stone around 1930.   After a considerable production

period of just over 30 years, and with an unknown but very large number of printings, the image fine
detail is now almost completely obscured.    In this comparison scan, from the first printing of 1899,

the stamp image is crisp and clear, with all the fine detail readily seen.

A COMPARISON OF THE DEGRADED LITHOGRAPH IN THE FINAL
SETTING WITH THE CLARITY OF THE FIRST PRINTING
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EXAMPLES OF FORGERIES.

With the rarity, of  a number of  the settings,  inevitably a number of  forgeries have
appeared and it is necessary to be careful, particularly in purchases on the internet.  The initial clue in

this first example, is the pattern of  the Kathmandu cancels in the top left and lower left corners.
These cancels are oriented quite differently to the remainder of  the cancels on the sheet.  Normally
expert postal officials use repeated, single handed, and extremely rapid cancels to a pile of letters, or

in this case, a full or part sheet of  stamps.  To invert a cancel during this process  would either require
a remarkable juggling act, or the rapid inversion of  the sheet of  stamps, a most improbable scenario.
Accordingly a few inverted or irregular cancels as seen in the sheet illustrated above, should imme-

diately arouse suspicion.
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The variant oblong tonalities
of the inserted stamps in the
top left and lower left corners

respectively, are also just
visible from above with

careful inspection.

EXAMPLES OF FORGERIES.
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From the back, the inserted pieces are quite clearly seen, with the straight cut edges particularly
standing out.  Fortunately, the nature of  the fibrous woven paper does not allow  irregular tears around
a stamp to be easily made, a usual trick to obscure the obvious pattern of  an insertion.  Furthermore, it
would  require extreme professional skill to actually  merge the boundary fibres of the insertion with the
original sheet, to completely hide the straight cuts seen above.  As a result the majority of forgeries can
be picked out by a simple close examination of the back of each setting, together with variant paper
tonalities and cancel alignments.

The study of the Nepal settings here, has been made from the study of 54 complete sheets of
different settings,  77 large pieces from a wide range of settings, and an innumerable number of smaller
pieces, blocks of 4 (nearly 200), as well as pairs and finally an uncountable number of single stamps,
many of  which were acquired because of  an obvious frame dot or central flaw.

The top right  insert as viewed from the back of  the forgery.

EXAMPLES OF FORGERIES.
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The lower left  insert as viewed from the back of  the forgery.

EXAMPLES OF FORGERIES.
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Out of interest, this forged sheet was most likely  originally from  setting 12,  the first setting to
have a central dot in the upper frame of the top lettering box  in  position #38, coupled with a double
blister flaw in position #42 and white oval dot in position #43. There have also been a number of
unbelievably crude flaws that are very obvious and easily recognised, and some examples of  these are
provided on the following pages.

Position #38 with the central panel frame dot.

The white oval dot and double blister flaws.

EXAMPLES OF FORGERIES.
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 ADDITIONAL VERY CRUDE FORGERY EXAMPLES.

A very crude forgery attempt of  the first setting with inserted border lines.  The details of  stamps
themselves, however are extremely crude and they are easily recognised as fakes.
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 ADDITIONAL VERY CRUDE FORGERY EXAMPLES.

Detail of the frame line and the
complete lack of any detail in the

stamp image itself.
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 ADDITIONAL VERY CRUDE FORGERY EXAMPLES.

Setting 6 has inevitably, been crudely forged.
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 ADDITIONAL VERY CRUDE FORGERY EXAMPLES.

In the top right corner positions #6 and #7 are appropriately inverted, as in the original sheet.

Position # 57 below, is also appropriately inverted, as in the original sheet.
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 ADDITIONAL VERY CRUDE FORGERY EXAMPLES.

However, a comparison of  the fake image with a real  image, immediately demonstrates the crudity of
the forgery.  The outer frame lines, as well as the oval frame lines, are both virtually indistinguishable

in the forgery.
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In this genuine stamp, the frame lines as well as the oval frame detail are perfectly clear.  In this exam-
ple there is also a strong frame flaw.
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 ADDITIONAL VERY CRUDE FORGERY EXAMPLES.

This forgery looks quite good when illustrated at medium to small size - particularly on line!   When
examined at higher resolution, the lack of  a  detailed structure is immediately obvious.
Furthermore, each of  the  images throughout the whole sheet, appear to be identical.
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 ADDITIONAL VERY CRUDE FORGERY EXAMPLES.

Position # 32.

Although the sheet is dark and clear, it is completely lacking any flattened positional frames at all.
Neither is there a white oval dot in position #43, or blister flaws in position #42. There are inverted
positions, which are restricted to positions #1, #6, #7 and #8. Additionally, there are absolutely no
flaws of  any description anywhere, and the normally slightly oblique entering of  position #32 is also
absent. On close eamination, all the images are absolutely identical, and although the spandrels and
the  lettering boxes  appear to be normal, the central oval is crudely executed and is identical in all

positions.

Position # 1. Positions # 6, #7 and #8.
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THE TELEGRAPHIC USE OF THE HALF ANNA STAMP OF NEPAL.

The original use of the half anna stamps of Nepal was as a payment for the sending of a telegram.  In
the early examples an appropriate number of half anna stamps were pasted on the back of the

 telegram as in this example cancelled at the head office in Kathmandu.
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THE TELEGRAPHIC USE OF THE HALF ANNA STAMP OF NEPAL.
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THE TELEGRAPHIC USE OF THE HALF ANNA STAMP OF NEPAL.

Another example, with a lower large block from setting 10, lacking a blister flaw in position #42,
adjacent to the white oval of position #43, and with positions #25, and #57 inverted.  The upper

smaller block has positions 1-6 inverted  but lacks any other defining  criteria.
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THE TELEGRAPHIC USE OF THE HALF ANNA STAMP OF NEPAL.
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THE TELEGRAPHIC USE OF THE HALF ANNA STAMP OF NEPAL.

ADDITIONAL EXAMPLES.
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THE TELEGRAPHIC USE OF THE HALF ANNA STAMP OF NEPAL.
ADDITIONAL EXAMPLES.

Another example of  half  anna stamps,  mixed with an additional valued  block of  stamps.

 Where the cost was high, mixed denominations of stamps were then used in conjunction with half
anna stamps.  Complete examples of  these telegrams are now difficult to find, as most of  the stamps

have been stripped off  and sold separately.
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THE TELEGRAPHIC USE OF THE HALF ANNA STAMP OF NEPAL.

ADDITIONAL EXAMPLES.

A superb decorative example of a much more complex payment stamp pattern.

Position # 1.

Positions #6-8.
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DISCUSSION

Hellrigl and Vignola (1984) have provided a detailed summary of the half anna Nepal
printings, with careful definition of the critical flattened frames, the sequenced patterns of positional
inversions and a remarkable summary of  the constant varieties.  The limitation to their work was simply
due to the level of  technology available at that time.  Although they recognised almost all of  the con-
stant flaw criteria it is puzzling that the constant, central frame flaw in the later settings of position #38,
was overlooked.  They gave no consideration to the flaws in the body of the stamps, and what has now
just become evident, their evolution into numerous positional states.

 Even with the computer resources of  today, the remarkable complexity of  the Nepal stamp,
which initially appeared to be a fairly straightforward project,  has been a considerable source of surprise
to me.  Thus, it is now becoming very clear, that numerous flaws were established on a continuous basis,
and throughout all the settings, largely as a result of the accumulation of old ink residues combined with
other detritus, trapped within the lithographic structure.  A lithographed stamp, although apparently
completely “flat”, does have, a minute “microtopography” or surface roughness.  This roughness is
always sufficient to trap small foreign bodies or hold residual ink from previous printings, in small crev-
ices, corners of the frames or lettering panels, and particularly inside the frame “track-lines”.    Further-
more, this a continuous process, and for any single position there can be first, second or even higher
states formed, as additional ink-detritus accretions are established over the sequence of  printings.  The
longevity of these is very apparent from the numerous flaw replicates, definitive of a single position,
seen during this work.  This phenonmenon is not restricted to just Nepalese half  anna stamps. In my
earlier work on the half anna stamp of India, there are occasional positions with up to 20 different
states. The  Nepal settings, provide also provide further examples of  this newphilatelic dimension that
has previously been ignored, and two examples are provided as an addendum. The first example is found
in position #50, in the later settings, which has a readily recognisable circular flaw in the top left frame
corner (see details page 8).  In the first example eight states have been so far identified.  In the second
example, position #38,  also readily recognised by a strong frame dot in the lower frame of the upper
lettering box lower frame, with twelve distinct states.

In the later settings, there are usually a large number of flaws and a few of the more outstanding
and illustrative examples are provided here as preliminary examples. They have been chosen to demon-
strate that numerous replicates of flaws can be usually found, and also that flaws occur throughout all parts
of  the stamp.  However, these aspects of  this Nepal issue will be subsequently covered in depth subse-
quently.

Volume II , Plating the flaws in the spandrels and in the frame of  the central oval.  Volume III
Plating the frame flaws.  Volume IV Plating the flaws in the central oval. Volume V Plating the

flaws associated with the paired Khukris.
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 FRAME FLAWS, TOP LEFT CORNER POSITION #50. First state.

 SETTING 1.

First state. Defined by the primary flaw in the top left corner, between the upper title block and the
top left spandrel. This flaw then remains throughout the subsequent settings but is combined with a

series of different secondary flaws resulting in 15 states so far defined.
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 SEQUENTIAL FRAME FLAWS, TOP LEFT CORNER

 POSITION #50. Second state.

Second state.  There is now a fully formed frame flaw in the top left corner frame between the upper
title block and the top left spandrel, but now with a small, lower centre flaw.
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 SEQUENTIAL FRAME FLAWS, TOP LEFT CORNER

 POSITION #50. Third state.

Third state. The  top left circular flaw remains constant but once again with a completely new flaw,
bottom centre.
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 SEQUENTIAL FRAME FLAWS, TOP LEFT CORNER

 POSITION #50. Fourth state.

The new flaw is inside the central oval in the lower right quartile at the bottom of the right-hand
“khukri”, the symbolic white knife symbol.
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 SEQUENTIAL FRAME FLAWS, TOP LEFT CORNER

 POSITION #50. Fifth state.

There are two secondary flaws, a large strong flaw associated with the centre left frame, and a smaller
flaw below the right-hand side khukri symbol
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 SEQUENTIAL FRAME FLAWS, TOP LEFT CORNER

 POSITION #50. Sixth state.

The large unusual frame flaw, lower right, appears to have suffused some of  its initial excess ink into
the surrounding thin paper.   It defines this state along with the strong centrally positioned flaw in the

upper title box.
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 SEQUENTIAL FRAME FLAWS, TOP LEFT CORNER

 POSITION #50. Sixth state
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 SEQUENTIAL FRAME FLAWS, TOP LEFT CORNER

 POSITION #50. Eighth state

There is a strong central flaw in the central oval, with a small flaw adjacent to the right hand khukris.
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 SEQUENTIAL FRAME FLAWS.

 TOP CENTRE. POSITION #38. First state.

There is a faint flaw adjacent to the lower right khukris.
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  There is the frame dot and a faint dot, lower left, with a second group of small dots between.

 SEQUENTIAL FRAME FLAWS.
 TOP CENTRE. POSITION #38. Second state.
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 SEQUENTIAL FRAME FLAWS.

 TOP CENTRE. POSITION #38. Third state.

There is a top central frame dot, the faint dot , lower left, inside the centre circle, and a large strong
dot in the lower left  corner spandrel.
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 SEQUENTIAL FRAME FLAWS.

 TOP CENTRE. POSITION #38. Fourth state.

  There is the top central frame dot, the faint dot lower left, just inside the centre circle frame, and a
large double strong dot in the lower left corner spandrel.
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 SEQUENTIAL FRAME FLAWS.

 TOP CENTRE. POSITION #38. Fifth state.

 There is the top central frame dot and a massive centre “Bulls-eye” dot.
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 SEQUENTIAL FRAME FLAWS.

 TOP CENTRE. POSITION #38. Sixth state.

 There is the top central frame dot with a small dot, top left, and now a larger flaw cutting into the
lower left central oval frame
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There is the top central frame dot with  three small dots, top left, and a large central dot.

 SEQUENTIAL FRAME FLAWS.
 TOP CENTRE. POSITION #38. Seventh state.
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 SEQUENTIAL FRAME FLAWS.

 TOP CENTRE. POSITION #38. Eighth state.

There is the top central frame dot and the faint dot, lower left, just inside the centre circle.  There are
two additional new flaws now present, centre left in the inner oval frame.
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 SEQUENTIAL FRAME FLAWS.

 TOP CENTRE. POSITION #38. Ninth state.

There is the top central frame dot, but only the very faint dot, lower left.  There is also a strange flaw,
perhaps a remnant water drop flaw, lower right, which is definitive.
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 SEQUENTIAL FRAME FLAWS.

 TOP CENTRE. POSITION #38. Tenth state.

 There is the top central frame dot with  the dot, lower left, still present but faint.  There is now a
double dot flaw in the centre bottom frame.
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 SEQUENTIAL FRAME FLAWS

 TOP CENTRE. POSITION #38. Eleventh state.

  There is the top central frame dot, and lower left dot, with  an additional dot, centre right.
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 SEQUENTIAL FRAME FLAWS.

 TOP CENTRE. POSITION #38. Twelfth state.

This final state is also a fine example of double printing, still with the top centre constant dot in the
white frame, and a strong flaw in the lower left oval frame.
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A superb example of  the  very strong oblong frame flaw, top left, found in position #14
in the final settings

SELECTED EXAMPLES OF OUSTANDING FLAWS.
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Five additional examples demonstrating the frequency of  this strong and conspicuous frame flaw.

SELECTED EXAMPLES OF OUSTANDING FLAWS.
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SELECTED EXAMPLES OF OUSTANDING FLAWS.

Again, a remarkable and very conspicuous flaw, the  “I”  dot, found in position #28 in setting 13.
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SELECTED EXAMPLES OF OUSTANDING FLAWS.
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Examples of a  series of strong conspicuous but quite different flaws, all closely associated with the
twin khukris knives.

SELECTED EXAMPLES OF OUSTANDING FLAWS.
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Four replicates of  a flaw in the lower left spandrel, again emphasising the frequency of  some of  these
more obvious flaws.

SELECTED EXAMPLES OF OUSTANDING FLAWS.
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